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Abstract 

The definition of the equilibrium profile of a tidal channel bounded seaward by the ocean and without a landward supply of water and sediment 
is a problem that has a long been the focus of study for clastic systems. The equilibrium of a clastic tidal channel is related to a constant relative 
base level and relatively coarse bed material, i.e., sand, defined as a condition in which the tidal channel does not experience net aggradation or 
degradation over a tidal cycle. In this study we compare the evolution of clastic and carbonate tidal channels with fine sand sediment size as 
bed materials; i.e., we neglect particles in the silt/mud range and the role of tidal flats. In the case of a carbonate system the problem is more 
complex than in the case of a clastic system since in situ “production of carbonate sediments” occurs in conjunction with geochemical 
processes that modify the carbonate particles and their properties. Further, the difference in density between the grains modifies the sediment 
transport processes of non-uniform material.  

Our model for the long-term evolution of a carbonate tidal channel is based on assumptions and simplifications which involve modeling 
carbonate accumulation in terms of a specified carbonate “production rates” based on modern rates of carbonate accumulation. We further 
assume that:  
1) There is no input of clastic sediments to the system,
2) Cementation processes are slow when compared to carbonate accumulation,
3) There is an absence of particles in the silt/mud range,
4) We treat the carbonate sediments as non-cohesive particles.
The one-dimensional de Saint Venant equations and the equation of conservation of bed material are solved numerically using an explicit finite 
difference scheme to study the case of a one-dimensional channel with constant width (dip section).  
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Here we present: 
1) A comparison of bed profiles of clastic and carbonate tidal channels under constant base level conditions for different sediment densities - 
i.e., clastic vs carbonate - and different carbonate production rates - i.e., no carbonate production, uniform carbonate production and depth 
dependent carbonate production;  
2) A comparison between experimental data and numerical simulations on bedload transport and deposition of a mixture of sediment of 
uniform grain size but differing in density. 
 
Our preliminary results show that: 
1) The in situ accumulation of carbonate sediments is responsible for the different bed profiles and hydrodynamic conditions of clastic and 
carbonate tidal channels; 
2) Due to the in situ accumulation of carbonate sediments the morphodynamic equilibrium can probably be extended to carbonate systems in 
which physical accommodation is the dominant control;  
3) The density difference between grains plays a significant role on sediment sorting patterns and should not be neglected in model simulations. 
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Modeling the equilibrium of a carbonate tidal channel. Preliminary results

AND SO WHAT?

THE PROBLEM

Can we use a similar modeling approach to describe carbonate systems?

FUTURE PLANS

Can we define analogous equilibrium conditions for carbonate systems, in which in 
situ “production” of carbonate sediments and geochemical processes are governing 
factors?

How would the equilibrium condition of a carbonate system, if exist, differs from the 
equilibrium of a similar clastic system?

What is the effect of grain density on sedimentary processes? 

How do grains differing in density affect sediment entrainment, transport and deposi-
tion?

Does density play a significant role on vertical and longitudinal particle segregation 
processes?

OUR APPROACH

1D MORPHODYNAMIC MODEL FOR A CARBONATE TIDAL CHANNEL

Channel bed elevation - longitudinal profiles

Flow velocities

ABSTRACT
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Hydrodynamic Phase:

MacCormack Scheme (for interior nodes):
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Morphodynamic Phase:

Numerical Approach: x
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Boundary Conditions:



INTRODUCTION TO ANALOGUES 

"Gra in" C<lrbonates are often a major component of the Giant Oil Fields of 
Middle East, North America and be','Ond. These grain carbonate reser;ooirs 
are as~oclaled with hign energy shoals UpdlP trom carbonate bank margins 
The cbjedives of our e:qJelirnenls is that these be used by explorat ion and 
production geo:ogists who often need to precict the width, thickness ond 
character of these grain carbonate shoal deposits preserved in the 
subsurface and an explanatton of their cccurrem:e as both a function of the 
accommcdation and the energy of the wa'.es and lidal exchange 

A further intent of this study is to match the results of e)(periments reported 
here tn e:.:amples from modem settings as well as outcrnpsand cores from 
oil fralds. Analogue!> include gr.,in carbonate shoal fads!> of the Holocene 
of the Bahamas, outcrops that Include tIlose of Sparn and Italy. and 
subsurface analogues (the Jurassic Marrat 01 Kuwait and the Hanifa 
Formotion ond the Arab-D le,g .. Oatif Field) In Soudl lVablo. the Smackover 
Formation in northern Louisiana and south ,A.rkansas, the Aptian Shuaiba 
Formation I:e .g., 61,1 Hasa Fisld) and the C6flomanian Mishrif Formation 
(e,g .. Umm Adalkh Field) of the Arabiarl Gulf.) The intent i3th8t the 
e:.:perimenls of thiS study will reduce the nsk in pred.cting the size of grain 
carbonate shoals ahe.ld of the crill in the subsurface. 
We plan to use the relationship between I!ow regime and gra~n ~ize 
distribution and the drara~tel of the ri~p les and cross beds Ihey produce 
for particular flow rc;imes and gra'n size Our mantra is "octtcr 
understanding" of the physical process~ in carbonate settings derived 
from our stud:es will lead te 'beltar pred:ctions- of pot9fltial reservoir 
net/pass ratios of the fraction of the reservc ir fOlTlled by grain carbonate 
thkknes!>. Our hope is thai geologist!> us" our re!>ulis to predict layer 
thickness ond oreol d stributicn? 

As indicated grain carbcnate reservoirs are common to many of the Giant 
fields otthe Midcle East be they rn Iran. Saudi Arabia. Kr.rwal\' Qatar, tl1e 
UAE or Oman Critical conceptual sequence stratigraphic models for 
exploration on::l productior'l con be analyzed with sedimentary com;;uter 
simulations of sedimentary fi ll d the intra~helf basins of the Ea~tern margin 
of the Arabian PI;te 

To date exarrvies from the Jurassic and Cretaceous sedimentary fill of the 
Eostem morgin hove been simuloted on::r megoscale to polentiolly set the 
scene for the results of the small sca le simulations reported in this study_ 
Pads of the geologll; section and reg ions 01 the Midd:e Eor !>t e)(;unined to 
date Include 

11 Evolution Of the Toorcion fill of the Marro; 80sin from Lower JurDSSiC 
evaporites through a prograding taitonate marg in with basinal argillae:eous 
carbonate capped by evapontes; 

2) Evolution of Ihe Midd:e to Upper Jurassic fill of the Hsnifa Basin from 
argillaceous cartonates to evaporites capped by Cretaceous carbonates, 
.", 

3:1 Aplian/Albian f~ 1 of the Bilb Basin during a glilcially induced sea level low. 
Results for the Marrat and Hanifa Basins simulations dem:>nuraie the 

Lower to Middle Jurassic onlapped the uplifted Arabian plate margin in 
Ku ... ·ail. Saudi Arabia. the UAE and Olnern in lwo pilases of carbonale 
margin progradmion and Msinward infi lling. The Middle Jurassic ended 
wiih uplift and subaenal e:.:posure and progressive erosion of the Tuwaiq 
and Dhruma Formations along the plste margin. The margrn then collapsed 
wiih a drowning unconformity. Away from the platform margin of the 
intra-shelf basin a base-level fall accomp.anied Arab Gnd Hilh eVilporite 
acclll1ulation 

In Eariy Cretaceous times the platform of the Arabian Shield ext9flded t:> 
North Oman with depcsiti:>n cf argillaceous hemipelagic carbonates ofth!! 
Habshan. The lack of evaporites supports a climatic change from the ari::! 
climate of the Jurossic to a humid Climate of the Cretaceous 

The simulation of Mid Cretaceous carbonates supports their division inlo 
the second order superseqLlf!nces of Early Aptian and Late Aptian 
cGrbonille plillformli aggrading Gnd prograding while fill ing Ihe Bab 
rntrnshelf baSin. An unconformity Initiates the sequence With westward 
prograding lowstand clinoforms also onlapping onto the southwestern 
margin of the Bob introshelf basin ond its ::orly to early Late Upper Aptian 
carbonate plalform The simulation captures the initial sharp sea-level 
drop of 35-40 m from the early Upper Aptian shelf break to the topset of 
the fi rst I:>wstand clinoform. and the sea-:e-.'el drop by another 10m during 
the progradation of following eight clinoforms EilCh pulse of progradation 
of the clinoforms is mcdeled oyer <l05 kyo Cross-sections illustrate the initial 
sharp ~ea-Ievel drop of some 40 m followed by continued slow sea-level tall 
producing lowstand dinof::Jllrls prograding towards the bcrsin 

Output geometries display a sequence slratigraphic fram~work of erOS'OIlal 
and depositional surfoces of the simulated section enabling the e)(tens!on 
of interpretation of depositional setting and predictions of lithnfltCies 
geometries awa~ from we ll dor ta , This aids predictlOll of fa des likely to 
contain both h~drccarbcn and wa,er resources and their characterrstlc 
fabrics. identify ing and constrai ning key fadors that control sequence 
slra,lgraphlc geometries and architectures. Including rates of sedlmentatlcn, 
eustatic sea level, and tectonics 

Marrat, Hanifa, and Bab Intrashelf Basins 
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Geologica[ Cross Section of the Arabian G ulf Basin of sedimentary section overlying the ha[okinetic 
Proterozoic Hormuz Series. The younger Paleozoic to Mesozoic to Tertiary sediments sequester 
oil and gas fie lds whose reselVoirs become younger from w est to east 
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This phase diagram ti es carbonate production to the controls by Gondwanala nd"s 
tectonic evolution through Elxtension. compression. and basin restri ction and the 

FDllowing a low ISS development begins with a rapid sea level rise, exceeding carbonate productiDn across platform interior, followed 

by aggradation on margin with a starved basin center. ISS margin then progrades and infilis the basin, common ly less than 100 m deep. 
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Middle East Source Rocks, ReseNoir and Seals (After Kendall and A lsharhan 2013) 

Plate Tectonic Evolution of Southern Tethys 

The reg ion outlined by the red oval traces the evolution of the Southern Tethys basin seaway 
that has existed since the Precambrian This body of water flanked what is now the Arabian 
Plate and includes the protoTethys; paleoTethys, and neoTethys Oceans _ The evolving 
geographic location of this ocean and the geology that underlies it is responsible for the 
accumulat ion of thick stra tigraphic packages, These extend across the Arabian Plate through 
the Zagros and Taurus Mountains, Levant-Cyprus and North Africa. Sediments accumu lated 
both in the Tethyan basin and on the adjacent Precambrian metamorphic and igneous 
basement rock of Pangea, Gondwana[and, and Southern Eurasia. The shared geologic history 
of the Southern Tethys reg ion means similar tecton ic and depositional settings and a 
stratigraphy that can be correla ted across the region from the Precambrian through Cenozoic 
These stratigraphic packages contain many source. seal. and reservoi r rocks that make up 
both the proven and underexp[ored petroleum systems of the region. 

Plate Tectonic Evolution of Arabian Gulf 
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Whi[e Gondwana[and evolved through extension. compression, and basin restriction 
this also had impact on source rocks. Concurrentl y climate of the Arabian plate was 
affected by latitude rain shadow and. as illustrated above. green house and ice house 
climatic events and effects of t ransgressions and super-plumes that helped nutrients 
to flourish. The diagram tracks the resultant sign ificant source rocks through time on 
the Arabian plate and this explains why the intrashe[f basins or [SSs were so rich in 
organic material sequestered during rapid marine transgressions 

Organic MaUer and Plate Tectonic 
Evolution of Arabian Gulf 

[n the diagrams above and the maps of the evolving continents below the red oval traces 
that region that was an organic sweet spot through Geo[ogic History. There appear to be 
strong ties between plate setting and cli mate that can be used to understand the occurence 
of organic matter and evaporites and rain shadow and their proximity to the continen tal 
margins and narrow marine bodies match those seen of the break-up and then collisions 
associated with the history of Gondawana[and. Arid climates and organic matter in the 
m arine sellings in the zones associated with rain shadow appear common to the Midd[e 
East and the sou thern margin of the Tethys Ocean, 

arid tropical cI :mate of the Arab ian plate. [t shows how biologic factors , water movement 
and pre-existing topography, also control s within the intrashe[f basins ([SBs). 
affected carbonate production and accumulation 

Hiera rchal Arrangement o f Carbonate Geometries & Sequence Surfaces 
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In diagrams to upper left and upper right 

carbonate geometries change their 

character in response to changes in 

accommodation and tend to quickly fill 

any space generated by changes in 

base level (either a response tD 

changes in eustasy or in tectonic 

subsidence)_ Sedimentary simu latiDns 

varying accommodation and rates of 

sediment accumulation fo rm carbonate 

stacking patterns and prograding 

geDmetries that keep up, catch up and 

give up with resp ect to sea leve l position . 
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After KIngston et 01, 1983 
AP 8 - TETHYIAN OCEAN - LWR CRETACEOUS Chronostratigraphic Chart for Arabian Plate ISBs 

The stratigraphic framework of the Arabian Plate (AP) margin is subdivided by eleven major unconformity surfaces bounding tectono
stratigrapl'lic mega-sequences (AP 1-11 of Sharland et al.. 2001) , These were created during low-frequency tectonic events associated with 
cycles of tectonic plate motion (Wilson. 1966). It is further subdiVided sixty-three higher frequency events related to eustatic changes in 
sea level and varying rates of sed iment accumulation (Sharland et ai, 2001). Tl'lese events are tied to periods of maximum f lood ing (MFS) 
associated With ma)(imum regional transgressions, non-deposition and/or unconformities, and sediment accumulation _ Together these 
tectonically and eustatically produced surfaces provide chronostratigraphic order to the sed imenta ry fill tied to rad iometric and biologic 
ma rkers (Sharland et OI L, 2001) 
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Gondwana-Land 

The Mesozoic sedimentary sections overlying the Arabian Plate are a mi)( of Garbonate, evaporites organic-rich carbonates that colleGted behind barriers formed by the movement of what was an original Hercynian horst and block terrain 
adjacent to the southem shore of the Tethys Ocean_ These barri ers accumulated sediment over them and limi ted access to the sea _ This led to the punctuation of the geological record w ith evaporites. carbonates and source rocks 
associated with an adjacent arid climate _ These bodies of the seawater occurred as isolated linear be lts of interior drainage with restricted entrance to the open Tethys Ocean . Regional drai nage probably tended to flow into th is basin, 

and the air system was that of the arid tropics. There was a wide envelope formed by the surrounding subcontinents of Arab ia and Africa 

As ind icated in the chronostratigraphic chart to upper right. Jurassic 

A rabian P late IS8s includ e the Marrat, Hanifa , Najmah , and G01nia 

basins often f illed by shallow marine ar id-cl imate limestones and 

dolomites with common evapDrites and interbedded minor tra ns it iDnal 

marine shales and basin margin grain carbonates, Cretaceous ISSs 

include: Garau of Iraq, Kazhdumi o f Iran and Sab of the UAE, and the 

Mishrif and Najaf ISBs of th e UAE and Iraq , respectively. F ill is 

dominant ly humotropic carbonates with dolom ites and shales 
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The simulations suggest that the driving mechanisms behind accommodation, 
though model dependent, are the product of both a varying eustatic driver and 
an equally important varying tectonic driver. Both eustasy and tectonic 
subsidence appear to have moved in and out of phase with each other. In the 
simulation , portions of the cyclic sed imentary section are produced when 
tectonic subsidence was more rapid and eustatic accommodation lay above 
the depositional surface, but when the rates of tectonic accommodation were 
slow, then eustatic sea level dropped below the carbonate depositional surface 
and periods of exposure ensued . 

An argument against such a model might be a lack of diagenetic ev idence of 
'long" exposure but rad iometric dating of the sedimentary section support the 
long periods of time involved, though carbonates show evidence of only short 
lived exposure. Our conclusion from running the simulations is that both eustatic 
and tectonic accommodation rates vary between both ra pid and slow. 

In examining sedimentary sections it is often assumed that much accommodation 
is the product of slow tectonic movement, which was slow and steady, but the 
simulations and sediment geometries show the rates periodically changed. 
This hypothesis is supported by the conceptua l models that are the building 
blocks of the reg ional geology and the simulations 
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The simulations suggest that the driving mechanisms behind accommodation, 
though model dependent, are the product of both a varying eustatic driver and 
an equally important varying tectonic driver. Both eustasy and tectonic 
subsidence appear to have moved in and out of phase with each other. In the 
simulation , portions of the cyclic sed imentary section are produced when 
tectonic subsidence was more rapid and eustatic accommodation lay above 
the depositional surface, but when the rates of tectonic accommodation were 
slow, then eustatic sea level dropped below the carbonate depositional surface 
and periods of exposure ensued . 

An argument against such a model might be a lack of diagenetic ev idence of 
'long" exposure but rad iometric dating of the sedimentary section support the 
long periods of time involved, though carbonates show evidence of only short 
lived exposure. Our conclusion from running the simulations is that both eustatic 
and tectonic accommodation rates vary between both ra pid and slow. 

In examining sedimentary sections it is often assumed that much accommodation 
is the product of slow tectonic movement, which was slow and steady, but the 
simulations and sediment geometries show the rates periodically changed. 
This hypothesis is supported by the conceptua l models that are the building 
blocks of the reg ional geology and the simulations 




